Overview
When you open a Word document edited by someone else, you may find that the text is marked up with comments, deletions, etc. This is the result of the Word Reviewing feature (sometimes called Track Changes) being turned on. If you are not actually using the Reviewing tools to review changes to the document, you can hide the markup by turning off the feature.

Show Reviewing Toolbar
When the Reviewing feature is turned on, the Reviewing toolbar is usually visible somewhere within your Word window:

You will use this toolbar to turn off the feature. If the toolbar is not visible, you'll need to turn it on. One way to do this is to right-click on any visible toolbar. The Toolbar menu will open. Choose Reviewing.
Hide Markup
If the Reviewing markup is visible in your document, then the first item in the Reviewing toolbar is probably “Final Showing Markup.” (Another possibility is “Original Showing Markup.”) To see the most recent version of the document without markup, click on the drop-down arrow and choose “Final.”
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This document describes the applications that make up “Project Server.” It provides information for navigating and selecting content. It gives an overview of new features from the previous release. If you have questions about any of the items below, or have

Hide Reviewing Toolbar
To hide the Reviewing toolbar, right-click on any visible toolbar and choose “Reviewing” to deselect it.